
HTML to PDF API

SelectPdf o ers a REST API that can be

used to convert html to pdf in any

language with our dedicated cloud

service. 

Read more

SAVE AS PDF LINK

Add 'Convert to PDF' functionality to your

site or blog in a very easy way. Just add a

link to your web page and you are done. 

Read more

PDF LIBRARY FOR .NET

SelectPdf o ers a fully managed .NET

library that can help you add pdf

functionality to any .NET framework

application. 

Read more

What SelectPdf product should I

use to convert from HTML to PDF?

Recently, we had several customers

asking: “What product should I use?” or “I

am confused. Do I need the API or the

.NET component?” or “Where are the

conversions performed: on our website or

on yours?”. To answer these questions, we

have created this blog post. Here are the

details: We have 2 di erent types […]

SelectPdf Library for .NET – 2016 vol

2

Select.Pdf Library for .NET – 2016 Vol 2

has just been released. Together with the

full featured pdf library, the community

edition of our SelectPdf Html To Pdf

Converter for .NET v2.2 was also released.

The 2 products can be downloaded from

our website or via NuGet. The release

contains a lot of bug  xes, […]

SelectPdf Library for .NET – 2016 vol

1

Select.Pdf Library for .NET – 2016 Vol 1

has just been released. Together with the

full featured pdf library, the community

edition of our SelectPdf Html To Pdf

Converter for .NET v2.0 was also released.

The release contains a lot of bug  xes and

speed improvements. The 2 products can

be downloaded from our website […]

Web/HTML To PDF REST API for Perl

Samples

Perl is a general-purpose programming

language originally developed for text

manipulation and now used for a wide

range of tasks including system

administration, web development,

network programming, GUI development,

and more. Perl is a family of high-level,

general-purpose, interpreted, dynamic

programming languages. The languages

in this family include Perl 5 and Perl 6.

Though Perl […]

Web/HTML To PDF REST API for

Python Samples

Python is a widely used general-purpose,

high-level programming language. Its

design philosophy emphasizes code

readability, and its syntax allows

programmers to express concepts in

fewer lines of code than would be

possible in languages such as C++ or Java.

The language provides constructs

intended to enable clear programs on

both a small and large scale. […]

Web/HTML To PDF REST API for

Ruby Samples

Ruby is a dynamic, open source

programming language with a focus on

simplicity and productivity. It has an

elegant syntax that is natural to read and

easy to write. Since its public release in

1995, Ruby has drawn devoted coders

worldwide. In 2006, Ruby achieved mass

acceptance. Ruby is also completely free.

Not only free […]

Web/HTML To PDF REST API for Java

Samples

SelectPdf API is the best when it comes to

converting web pages to pdf. Just send

your url or html string to our API and get

back the perfect PDF document.

Externalize the load from your servers.

Outsource the html to pdf conversion to

SelectPdf REST API and get the best

results no matter the […]

Web/HTML To PDF REST API for PHP

Samples

SelectPdf HTML To PDF Online REST API is

a professional solution that lets you

create PDF from web pages and raw

HTML code in your applications. The API

is easy to use and the integration takes

only a few lines of code. The following

PHP code samples use v2 of SelectPdf

Online HTML to PDF […]

HTML To PDF Online REST API v2

released

SelectPdf releases v2 of the HTML To PDF

Online REST API. SelectPdf HTML To PDF

Online REST API is a professional solution

that lets you create PDF from web pages

and raw HTML code in your applications.

The API is easy to use and the integration

takes only a few lines of code. Our HTML

[…]

Convert from HTML to PDF Online

Convert HTML Code

Enter web page to convert:

http://selectpdf.com

Options

Convert to PDF

Html to Pdf Converter for .NET

The online html to pdf converter o ered by SelectPdf uses the html to pdf converter from Select.Pdf Library for .NET. SelectPdf SDK for .NET

o ers the possibility to create new pdf documents, load existing documents, merge existing pdf documents, split pdf documents, add

elements to newly created or existing pdf documents. 

The html to pdf converter from Select.Pdf Library for .NET can be used in any .NET application to generate pdf documents from full web

pages or raw html code, much like the online html to pdf converter does. The free trial contains ready to use samples, coded in C# and

VB.NET for Windows Forms, ASP.NET, ASP.NET MVC with Razor and ASPX engines. 

SelectPdf also o ers a free version of the Html To Pdf Convert for .NET to the developers community: SelectPdf Html to Pdf Converter for

.NET - Community Edition (FREE).

SelectPdf HtmlToPdf Converter for .NET - Community Edition (Free)

Select.Pdf Html To Pdf Converter for .NET - Community Edition is a subset of Select.Pdf Library for .NET. The Community Edition is available

free of charge for personal and commercial purposes. The free html to pdf converter o ers most of the features the professional sdk o ers,

the only notable limitation is that it can only generate pdf documents up to 5 pages long. 

With the free html to pdf converter from SelectPdf, you can convert any url, html  le or html string to pdf, with the possibility to add custom

headers and footers. You can also manage the pdf page settings (page size, page orientation, page margins), resize content during the

conversion, set the pdf document security settings and even generate automatic bookmarks based on some html elements.

More From SelectPdf Blog

Stay up to date with the latest developments from SelectPdf, reading our PDF blog. Here you will be able to  nd out about our latest

software releases, code samples and announcements. Please see below the most recent blog posts.
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